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institute of international education reports
343777 foreign students in US higher
education in 1986 academic year

students from economically expanding student numbers in the seventies when the
asian nations are the largest and foreign student population expanded 10
fastest growing group in the US foreign percent or more annually three major
student population according to figures sending countries in the OPEC group iran
released by the institute of international down 15 percent nigeria down 25 percent
education ileIIEHE the largest US higher and venezuela down 32 percent declined
educational agency HEIDSinsini conducts the annual substantially in 1986
census of foreign students in the united
states published as open doors with HE surveys indicated that two thirds of all
support from the US information agency foreign students 230640 relied upon family

and personal funds for their chief source of
asian growth contrasts with support the percentage of students who

declines in other world regions reported their US college or university or a
US private organization as their primary

the peoples republic of china showed funding resource increased while numbers
the largest percentage increase up 38.4384384 assisted by the US government foreign
percent to 13980 students seven of the ten governments and foreign organizations
leading homelandshomelands were east and south decreased from the previous year
asian all of which displayed significant
growth in numbers of foreign students sent science technology and
in 1986 taiwan continued to send the management related fields
largest number of students with 23770 attract 60 percent

of all foreign students
the 9 percent growth in enrollment from

south and east asia to 156830 students is engineering was the leading field of study
in sharp contrast to declines in virtually all for foreign students 22 percent of total
other major world regions notably the enrollment followed by business and
developing nations of africa latin america management 19 percent mathematics and
and the middle east overall foreign student computer sciences 10 percent and physical
enrollment was virtually stagnant at and life sciences 8 percent
343777 up just 0.50505 percent from the
previous year california attracted the largest number of

foreign students 47586 new york came in

number of students from second at 31360 while texas hosted 26875

OPEC nations falls off sharply as the third leading state miami dade
community college was the institution

stagnant foreign student enrollment with the largest number of foreign students
during the eighties is in notable contrast 4730 followed by the university of
with the OPEC fueled expansion in foreign southern california university of texas at
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austin university of wisconsin at madi-
son

elinor barber was established to conduct
and ohio state university research useful to decision makers in higher

education government and the private
open doors 1985861985186 sector IIEsHESlieslles research program is made

available from HE possible by a grant from the ford founda-
tion

copies of open doors a 150 page statis-
tical report with interpretative text are now single copies are available free of charge
available A check or money order for from the publications service institute of
299529.952995 in US dollars should be sent with international education 809 united nations
your order to the institute of international plaza new york NY 10017
education publications service 809 united
nations plaza new york NY 10017

A survey of policy changes
also available from HE

the institute of international education
has also ofpublished a survey policy
changes foreign students in public
institutions of higher educationeducationrowaromfromromrow 1983

to 1985 a report authored by william J
mccann jr

this booklet discusses the results of
changes towards foreign students in public
institutions of higher education

the survey indicates that US higher
education continues to welcome foreign
students however institutions have had
difficulty in sustaining foreign student
services at a level that keeps pace with
foreign student enrollment increases over the
past several years colleges and universities
are placing greater emphasis on ensuring that
foreign students are able to pay for their
educational expenses before granting
admission

A survey of policy changes is the eighth
in the ongoing series of policy oriented
research reports published by the institute of
international education lielleIIE the institutes
research program under the direction of dr




